
Get energy

Experience beauty



So that you can always be sure to get the best and purest quality, the 

international and renowned company SGS.com is in charge to check 

our raw materials before processing. Knowing this, we guarantee 

e.g. that the processed germanium stones have a purity of at least 

99.996% and the used magnets have a strenght of at least 0.2 Tesla.

Enjoy the timeless exclusive Lunavit Bracelet or Necklace and  

you will never want to miss the pleasant Lunavit®-feeling on your 

wrist or neck. In order to achieve this, each Bracelet as well as each 

Necklace went through at least 18 processing steps and many  

quality tests before you wear it.

Positive energy is created by  
trust and control.
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Since 1994 we are the competent partner for jewellery with function. We are always 

searching for something special, what puts a smile on our customers face and enjoy them 

day by day.

Jewellery affects us quite literally. Our aim is to offer bracelets and necklaces of highest 

quality materials with best workmanship. Since different people have different tastes, we 

offer styles from sporty to elegant feminine. You can decide what you like.

We hope you have a lot of fun with our new catalogue and would be pleased to 

welcoming you as a satisfied customer soon.

Your best-service 24-Team

Beautiful things delight our soul! Content
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Long before Hippocrates and Paracelsus, already 4000 years ago, 

The old Egyptians used copper and copper chips among others 

for disinfecting. They mixed it with honey (propolis) for wound 

healing.

In ancient China, people were so convinced of the antibacterial 

effect of copper that they banned paper money and prescribed  

the use of copper money to prevent the spread of certain diseases. 

Even today, e. g. doorknobs in hospitals are again increasingly 

coated with copper since we remind us of its germicidal effect.

According to iron and zinc, copper is the third most important 

trace element for the organism. It stimulates the immune system 

and prevents inflammation. In the skin copper also promotes 

the sustainable crosslinking of collagen and elastin and activates 

enzymes, what removes old connective tissue.

Copper – Element of Live.
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ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING 

GOLFERS WORLDWIDE WEARS 

FOR YEARS BRACELETS OF 

SABONA AND LUNAVIT.  

MIGUEL ÁNGEL JIMÉNEZ  

KEEPS WITH 22 TOURNAMENT-

VICTORIES AMONG OTHERS THE 

RECORD AS THE OLDEST WINNER 

ON THE EUROPEAN TOUR AND 

AS THE YOUNGEST WINNER ON 

THE CHAMPIONS TOUR.
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HARMONY SLIM 
Copper Bangle

Pure copper with each two tourmaline 
inserts, two SmCo magnets  
à 2000 Gauss and two germanium  
stones Ge32.

17114 Copper 59.– Euro

17101 Black Chrome 89.– Euro

17153 Silver Brushed 89.– Euro 
real silver plating, 999er silver

Bangle width: 9 mm. 
Sizes/fits wrists:  
S 13.5 cm – 15.5 cm,  
M/L 15.5 cm – 19 cm,  
XL 19 cm – 22 cm

The exclusive timeless design of Lunavit® Copper and 

Magnetic Bangles adorns and protects your wrist.  

Up to five different materials of high quality are processed 

in each of these innovative copper bangles. Of course the 

main component is pure copper. Additionally integrated 

are two powerful SmCo magnets with 2000 Gauss,  

two pure germanium stones (99.9%) and two  

tourmaline inserts.

Millions of customers all over the world  

believe in their copper magnetic bracelet  

and they wouldn‘t be without it.

We have not invented the copper bangle, but  

optimized with all our knowledge. That made it to  

a familiar sight in professional and amateur sport.

Copper Bangle Harmony.
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HARMONY WIDE  
Copper Bangle

Pure copper with each two tourmaline inserts, two SmCo magnets à 2000 Gauss and two germanium stones Ge.32

17253 Silver Brushed 99.– Euro 17201 Black Chrome 99.– Euro 17214 Copper 79.– Euro 
real silver plating, 999er silver

Bangle width: 20 mm. Sizes/fits wrists: S 13.5 cm  – 15.5 cm, M/L 15.5 cm – 19 cm
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Powered by Design.

Lunavit® Bracelet series combines for the first  

time magnets and germanium. The special 

highlight of this innovative development is the 

fascinating new component germanium.

The natural effect of Lunavit® wristbands is  

based on valuable properties:

   they contain 99.996 % pure germanium Ge32,

  they are magnetic.

NEXUS LEATHER 
Leather-Bracelet

Braided Leather Bracelet with polished stainless steel 
buckle, contains one neodymium magnet 2000 Gauss  
and one germanium stone Ge32.

17301 black

Sizes/fits wrists: 
M up to 17.8 cm, L up to 19.0 cm, XL up to 20.5 cm 
Band width 10 mm.

99.– Euro

NEXUS SLIM PLAIT 
Leather-Beracelet

Braided Leather Bracelet with polished stainless steel 
buckle and removeable exention link. Contains one 
neodymium magnet 2000 Gauss. 

173250 black

Sizes/fits wrists:  
S / M 16.5 cm up to 17.8 cm, L / XL 19.0 cm up to 20.5 cm 
Band width 8 mm.

39.95 Euro

New!
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DELUXE DUETT 
Leather-Bracelet 

Braided Leather Bracelet with polished stainless steel buckle  
and bicoloured stainless steel pearls gold plated (24 carat gold).  
Contains one neodymium magnet 2000 Gauss, one tourmaline  
insert and one germanium stone Ge32. 

173200 black

Sizes/fits wrists:  
M 17.0 cm, L 19.0 cm. Band width 9 mm.

59.95 Euro

HYBRID TWO TONE BROWN 
Leather-Bracelet

Braided Leather Bracelet with brushed 
stainless steel buckle. Contains one 
neodymium magnet 2000 Gauss and one  
germanium stone Ge32. 

173100 brown

Sizes/fits wrists: M 17.8 cm,  
L 19 cm, XL 20.5 cm. Band width 9 mm.

59.95 Euro

TRITON BLACK 
Leather-Bracelet

Braided Leather Bracelet with brushed stainless 
steel buckle.  Contains one neodymium magnet 
2000 Gauss, one germanium  stone and one 
tourmaline insert. 

173150 black

Sizes/fits wrists:  
L 19.0 cm, XL 20.5 cm. Band width 16 mm.

59.95 Euro

Powered by Design.
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Lunavit® creates a connection between inner and outer beauty: 

Vitality for a beautiful appearance and a special design for the 

perfect finish of every fashion look.

Lunavit® Bracelets are more than just a trendy elegant highlight for 

your neck or wrist. They are characterised by the added value of 

the magnetic force and a pleasant feeling on the skin. 

Lunavit®-Bracelets contain magnets.  

Each bracelet contains in its decorative clasp/face plate two 

powerful magnets with at least 0.2 Tesla strength, polarized on 

bio-north.

Lunavit®-Bracelets contain tourmaline and ceramic.  

Carbonized titanium, tourmaline and ceramic processed into fine 

powder, are in a complicated process incorporated in allergen-

free silicone. This special material-combination ensures lasting 

dimensional stability of the bands.

Powerful combination of special components.

Lunavit®-Bracelets contain germanium Ge32. 

Germanium is a little-known chemical element. It is a semi-metallic 

trace element, discovered in 1886 by the German scientist Clemens 

Winkler. Germanium exists in many plants, such as ginseng and garlic. 

In Asia, the effect of germanium is closely studied.

Replacement Bands 

Replacement Bands of  
allergen- free silicone. 

1079901 black 
1079902 white 
1079906 red 
1079914 blue 
1079926 brown

Sizes: M fits wrists 14 cm up to 19 cm, Width 10 mm;  
L fits wrists 15 cm up to 21 cm. Width 13 mm.

19.95 Euro
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JUPITER

Silicone band, stainless steel face plate with eight  
Swarovski-Elements as well as two SmCo magnets 
à 2000 Gauss and one germanium stone Ge32.

170391 black 
170392 white

Fits wrists: 14 cm up to 19 cm. 
Band width 10 mm.

69.95 Euro

JUPITER BLACK LIMITED

Silicone band, stainless steel face plate 
with eight Swarovski-Elements as weil as 
two SmCo magnets à 2000 Gauss and  
one germanium stone Ge32.

170498 black

Fits wrists 14 cm up to 19 cm. 
Band width 10 mm.

69.95 Euro

JUPITER GOLD

Silicone band, rose-gold plated stainless steel  
face plate with eight Swarovski-Elements as well  
as two SmCo magnets à 2000 Gauss and one  
germanium stone Ge32.

170595 brown

Fits wrists 14 cm up to 19 cm. 
Band width 10 mm.

69.95 Euro
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PURE 
Bracelet

Silicone band, brushed stainless steel face  
plate with two SmCo magnets à 2000 Gauss  
and one germanium stone Ge32.

170301 black 
Fits wrists 15 cm up to 21 cm. 
Band width 13 mm.

170311 SLIM black 
Fits wrists 14 cm up to 19 cm. 
Band width 10 mm.

59.95 Euro

CARBON LINE 
Bracelet

Silicone band, stainless steel faceplate  
with carbon fiber as well as two  
SmCo magnets à 2000 Gauss and one 
germanium stone Ge32.

170388 black

Fits wrists 15 cm up to 21 cm. 
Band width 13 mm.

69.95 Euro
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ZIRKONIA SLIM 
Bracelet

Silicone band, stainless steel face plate  
with thirty Swarovski-Elements as well  
as two SmCo magnets and one  
germanium stone Ge32.

170401 black 
170402 white

Fits wrists 14 cm up to 19 cm. 
Band width 10 mm.

69.95 Euro

PURE BLACK LIMITED  
Bracelet

Silicone band with stainless steel  
face plate as well as two SmCo magnets  
à 2000 Gauss and one germanium  
stone Ge32.

170399 black

Fits wrists 15 cm up to 21 cm.  
Band width 13 mm.

69.95 Euro
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New!
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Ceramic Bracelets with real Jade! The ceramic bracelets of the 

Olymp Jade series are high-

strength, scratch-resistant 

and light as a feather. 

Each Olymp Jade Bracelet con-

tains a removable link to adjust 

the length individually.

The number of inserts depends 

on the length or size of the 

bracelet.

Subtly shimmering ceramic links are in timeless classic design composed into simple elegance.  

Set and joined by ultralight titanium they caress your wrist and make the band to a visual and haptic 

experience in a class of its own. But the added value is hidden integrated on the skin-facing side of 

the bracelet: three different inserts of jade, magnets and germanium. 

Real Jade Stones 

For thousands of years to the present day in almost all cultures jade is said to have special beneficial 

properties and mystical effects. In Asia jade is also considered as »Stone of Heaven« and is closely 

related to the »Protection Meaning Dragon«. Convince yourself how pleasantly warm and soft jade 

feels on your skin – you will not want to miss! 

Power Neodymium-Magnets of 2000 Gauss each 

 For over 2,000 years magnets are traditionally used in China to bring with their statically constant 

strength the meridians in an individual balance.

Germanium Stones  Ge32 

Germanium exists in many plants, such as ginseng and garlic. In Asia, especially in Japan, the effect  

of germanium is being more closely studied by several scientists and universities. 
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OLYMP JADE  
Ceramic-Link Bracelet

Zirconia ceramic links set in ultra-light 
titananium TA2. Contains at least:  
five high-purity jade stones,  
four neodymium magnets à 2000 Gauss  
as well as four germanium stones Ge32.

Silver Rose-Gold 
179101 black * 179201 black 
179102 white 179202 white (only S/M)

Sizes/fits wrists:  
S/M 16.5 cm - 17.8 cm, L/XL 19.5 cm - 20.5 cm,   
variable to wear by removeable extension link. 
Band width 10 mm.

89.00 Euro

*  deviating size L/XL 17.8 up to 19.5 cm
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TITAN JADE  
Ceramic-Link Bracelet

Zirconia ceramic links set in ultra-light 
titanium TA2. Contains at least: 
six high-purity jade stones,  
five neodymium magnets à 2000 Gauss  
as well as five germanium stones Ge32.

Silver Rose-Gold 
179301 black 179401 black 
179302 white 179402 white

Sizes/fits wrists:  
S/M 16.2 cm – 17.5 cm, L/XL 18.2 cm – 19.5 cm,  
variable to wear by removeable extension link. 
Band width 11 mm.

89.00 Euro
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The Magnetic-Bracelet-Collection presents five  

new luxurious and fashionable bracelets and stands 

for elegance and lifestyle.  

Sparkling Swarovski Elements conjure a glow in  

the eyes of every jewellery lover. One 2000 Gauss 

strong SmCo magnet and one germanium stone  

is integrated in the pulling closure.  

Due to the pulling closure the bracelet nestles 

perfectly on wrists up to 20.5 cm. 

Luxury Magnetic Bracelet
Lady Line 
New!
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LADY LINE FOUR STAR 
Flexible Bracelet with Swarovski Elements

With one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauss and  
one germanium stone in the pulling closure

175400 silver 
175401 gold 
175402 rose-gold

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/lengths: variably adjustable   
fits wrists 14 cm up to 20.5 cm. Band width 7 mm.
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LADY LINE EXCLUSIVE 
Flexible  Bracelet with Swarovski Elements

With one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauss and 
one germanium stone in the pulling closure.

175200 silver 
175201 gold 
175202 rose-gold

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/lengths: variably adjustable   
fits wrists 14 cm up to 20.5 cm. Band width 7 mm
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LADY LINE TWINROW 
Flexible  Bracelet with Swarovski Elements

With one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauß and  
one germanium stone in the pulling closure.

175100 silver 
175101 gold 
175102 rose-gold

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/lengths: variably adjustable  
fits wrists 14 cm up to 20.5 cm. Band width 4 mm
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LADY LINE QUEEN 
Flexible Bracelet with Swarovski Elements

With one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauss and 
one germanium stone in the pulling closure.

175500 silver 
175501 gold 
175502 rose-gold

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/lengths: variably adjustable   
fits wrists 14 cm up to 20.5 cm. Band width 7 mm
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LADY LINE FLOWER STAR 
Flexible Brtacelet with Swarovski Elements

With one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauss and 
one germanium stone in the pulling closure.

175300 silver 
175301 gold 
175302 rose-gold

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/lengths: variably adjustable   
fits wrists 14 cm up to 20.5 cm. Band width 7 mm
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Magnetic Necklaces

CLIC MAG  
Magnetic Necklace

Of allergen-free silicone with  
stainless steel magnetic closure. 

19.95 Euro 

107001 black  
107002 ivory-white

Sizes/lengths: M 46 cm, L 55 cm  
Ø 5 mm, approx. 15 g
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107003 STARLIGHT  
Stainless Steel Necklace with Pendant

Pendant of stainless steel with one Swarovski Element  
on the front. On the back: one tourmaline insert,  
one germanium stone Ge32, one SmCo magnet 2000 Gauss.  
Size: 28.5 x 30 x 12 mm. Weight approx. 27.5 g.

59.95 Euro 

Sizes/Lengths: M 45 cm, L 55 cm  
Ø 5 mm, approx. 15 g
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ENERGY STICK 
Vibration Massage Device

Micro acupressure for the entire body.  
Brushed stainless steel structure, rotating  
head, four tourmaline inserts, four ceramic 
inlays, five neodymium magnets as well as   
four germanium stones Ge32.

174000 stainless steel brushed 

ready for use incl. AAA-battery 1,5 V.  
Length 16.2 cm, Ø 1.5 cm,  
weight incl. battery: 160 g.

149.– Euro
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Enjoy a refreshing vibration massage - even on  

travelling!  This special Energy Stick can be applied 

directly to all strained or stressed muscles, whereby the 

 active vibration is optimally tuned to 60Hz. Via the surface 

of the skin the body is stimulated by the unique combina-

tion of special inserts.

Stainless Steel, Magnets, Germanium, Tourmaline, 

Ceramic. For the Lunavit® Energy Stick only the finest ma-

terials with controlled origin are used. The stick is perfectly 

suitable for sensitive skin.  

The top of the rotary head is fitted with a powerful 

3000 Gauss neodymium magnet what provides a direct 

deep acting acupressure. Around the rotatable head are 

arranged: each four powerful 2000 Gauss neodymium 

magnets, four high-purity germanium stones Ge32, four 

tourmaline  inserts and four ceramic inlays.

 

Acupressure with Lunavit® Energy Stick

Skin Booster Roller for a radiant glowing skin.  

The Lunavit® Energy Stick is the ideal supplement to your daily facial 

and skin care. The integrated roller gives your face, neck and décolleté 

an invigorating massage. It stimulates the blood circulation in a gentle 

way and makes your complexion dazzlingly beautiful. The fourfold 

power-combination of the special components stimulates additionally. 

Lunavit® provides with the Energy Stick an innovative system to work 

into your skin the nourishing substances of your cosmetics quickly and 

efficiently for a maximum effect.
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174002  POWER MAGNETIC HEART

Heart of copper and stainless steel with  
one neodymium magnet 2500 Gauss.  
Size: 28.5 x 30 x 12 mm 
Weight: approx. 27.5 g

24.95 Euro

Power Magnetic Heart 

Energy to go 

This heart is made of copper and has a removable stainless steel plate that 
allows you to attach the heart from two sides to your clothes, e.g. the sleeves 
or in the neck area – or just put it in your pocket as worry stone. 
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174001  Magnetic Water Wand

Of high-purity titanium TA2 with one  
neodymium magnet 2500 Gauss. 

19.95 Euro

Length: 20 cm

Made of high-purity titanium TA2 with a powerful 
magnet 2500 Gauss for all your beverages.  
Place the water wand just in your drinking water 
or any beverage of your choice and stir gently. 

Magnetic Water Wand

New! 
Each sip,  
a pleasure  
trip! 
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WALK-A-NETICS 
Magnetic Insoles

with 130 bipolar arranged magnets 600 Gauss  
deodorizing

176000  
suitable for sizes 3.5 (36) up to 12 (47)

49.– Euro

Strong Appearance

✁    ✁   Individually trim
mable!     

 ✁
   

 ✁
   

 ✁
  

✁
   

 ✁
   

Fits 
for all sh

oe siz
es!   

   ✁
   

 ✁
   

 ✁
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Magnetic Power Insoles  
WALK-A-NETICS.

In Asia, foot reflexology is an integral part of everyday life. The special surface besides deodorizes and massaged your feet 

gently while walking and standing. This effect is supported by altogether 130 magnetic stripes, each 600 Gauss bipolar 

aligned. Thus ensures at any time (even after cutting at the right size) that all reflex points of the feet are always in a perma-

nent measurable magnetic field. Especially if you spend a lot of time sitting or standing, you will be excited. Even in sports 

such as golf or nordic walking, there are already thousands of satisfied customers who enjoy their new lightness with the 

Lunavit® WALK-A-NETICS. 
WALK-A-NETICS 
Magnetic Insoles

with 130 bipolar arranged magnets 600 Gauss  
deodorizing

176000  
suitable for sizes 3.5 (36) up to 12 (47)

49.– Euro
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New!
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Light that makes happy.

Get your personal piece of slowdown in your everyday life  

at home and plunge into your own colour harmony.  

The world is colourful: The sky is blue, the forests green, the sun 

disappears red-orange behind the horizon in the evening and the 

flowers shine in almost all rainbow colours.  Colours do not only 

bring variety in life, they always have a special effect on humans. 

Some colours soothe, some inspire, other improve or support the 

concentration for e.g. creative work .

ONIA - perfect in child‘s room. It is generally known  

that colours inspire childlike/youthful creativity.  

Optimally adapted to the current biorhythm.

ONIA - wellbeing in the bathroom. Make your bathroom  

to a true oasis of colour regeneration. 

ONIA - relaxing at home. Performance at work.  

Joy in life.
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The light that knows what you just now want and need.

Timer with  
alarm function

160,000  
Colour combinations

Colour description & 
colour consulting

Fun-functionColour favouritesBiorhythm

www.onia-light.com

Easy control and programming with smartphone or directly on the device.

TheONIA-lamp is controlled by the specially developed app (iOS/Android). 

The ONIA contains four main functions: 

Specially developed algorithms calculate according your individual biorhythm the 

colour you supports emotionally, cognitively and physically at this moment.

Each colour is associated with its own attributes. The integrated colour consultation 

explains the meanings, so that you can switch then with the app via Bluetooth.

The timer function allows you or your children to asleep emotionally relaxed and will 

turn off your Onia lamp at the specified time. 

In the fun-mode, you can switch randomly the colour combinations by shaking of 

your smartphone.
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ONIA® TABLE LED-Lamp

Controlling by using the button on  
the lamp socket or Smartphone–App,  
up to 7 Onia lights can be controlled. 
Power supply and manual included.

80081 black 
80082 white

Onia-App free for  
Android from Version 4.4 on and 
iOS from Version 8.0 on. 
Bluetooth Version: 4.1

Power consumption: 2 x 6 W 
Output: 220 V, 50/60 Hz;

Size (WxDxH): 14 cm x 14 cm x 38 cm 
Weight: 1.3 kg

299.– Euro

ONIA® MINI LED Battery-Lamp

ONIA® MINI LED lamp with battery, 
controlling by using the button on the  
lamp socket or Smartphone–App,  
up to 7 Onia lights can be controlled. 
Mini USB charging cable and manual 
included.

80083 black 
80084 white

Onia-App free for 
Android from Version 4.4 on and 
iOS from Version 8.0 on. 
Bluetooth Version: 4.1

Power consumption: 2 x 2,5 W 
Lithium ion battery 1000 mAh 
Runtime about 6 – 8 hours 
Size (WxDxH): 6 cm x 6 cm x 16 cm 
Weight: 180 g

199.– Euro



All Lunavit® Bracelets will be 
delivered in exclusive gift 
packagings.

We assume no liability or responsibility for any printing errors, 8/2016

german
Innere Simbacher Straße 10  
D-84347 Pfarrkirchen international

International Distribution:

Phone: +49 (0) 85 61 - 91 22 55 
Fax: +49 (0) 85 61 - 91 22 91

E-Mail: info@lunavit.com 
www.lunavit.com

Information. We herewith particularly emphasize that the in our brochures as 

well on our web pages indicated fields of application and efficacies are scientifi-

cally controversial and not recognized by regular medicine in Germany.

Important. Magnetic products should not be worn by small children or if you 

have an electric implant fitted such as a pacemaker or if you are pregnant.  

Magnetic products are not intended to take the place of any other treatment 

as prescribed by doctors. If you are in doubt, consult your doctor with regular 

medical care.

Lunavit® is a registered trade mark.


